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Course COURSE TITLE: SYNIMUDGY
Number
5ITT79 COURSE DESCRIPTION: The study of nonverbal or graphic

5115.69 symbols in communication, of language as symbols, and
5116.69 symbols within language.
5187.09

I. PEFFORNIMiCE OBJECTIVES

A. After examining the use of nonverbal and/or graphic
symbols in communication, the student will give examples.

B. The student will deduce that people assign different
meanings to the same word and confuse the symbol with
reality.

C. Through discussion, the student will interpret the role
of figurative language in communication.

D. The student will analyze the symbolic elements in
language and the confusion of symbol with reality.

O
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II. COURSE CONTENT

A. Rationale

Many persons live in unreal worlds of words. In this world

life is very simple and uncomplicated since everything is
divided into right and wrong, we and they, etc. In the

real world, though, this is not true. Words change meanings
from person to person, from use to use, from culture to
culture, from group to group. In addition, people confuse

the symbol with reality. A student interested only in
getting a diploma and who cares little for the education is
confusing a symbol (the diploma) with reality (the
education). A person who completely breaks himself by
trying to get the symbols of wealth or a man who does not
eat well in order to have an expensive car is confusing
symbols with reality.

In addition to realizing the existence of these kinds of
symbols, students should also realize that words are
symbols. The word 2ga is not the thing, only the name of

the thing. Even though our mental picture of a cup may
differ, the general idea is the same. Man must use symbols,
but he should not allow his man-made symbols to use him.

Many times we fail to realize that a thing isn't always what
its word seems to say. In a town the "best people" may
be disgusting snobs. In one situation a dollar sign
could suggest savings and thrift or in another situation
it could suggest greed. The word in "a dog is man's

best friend" is quite different from the same word as
it is used in the poem "The Highwayman"----shot down like
a dog.

There are other methods of communicating besides words.
Communication of this type is "nonverbal" and in many
instances is more effective than words, but even this
kind of communication has its pitfalls. TO communicate

accurately, be sure that your words mean approximately
the same to your listener or reader as they do to you.

B. Range of subject matter

One of the main purposes of this course is to help make
students aware of the symbolic elements in language so
that they can learn to communicate better. Concepts in-
cluded in the course are:

1. Nonverbal and graphic symbols in communication

2. Types of nonverbal communication
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3. Wbrds serve as symbols

4. Figurative language

5. Differences in figurative and literal meanings of

1 words and phrases

6. Operation of symbols in our lives

7. uifferences in symbols and nonverbal communication
from country to country, culture to culture, group to
group, person to person

8. The use of symbols and symbology in literature, film,
advertising, etc.

9. Confusion of symbol with reality

III. TEACHING STRATEGIES

A. Objective A

After examining the use of nonverbal and/or graphic symbols
in communication, the student will give examples.

1. Have student demonstrate a code to the class (semaphore,
sign language of the deaf, etc.) after discussing
with them what a code is.

2. Have students demonstrate signals used in sports after
discussing what signals are.

3. Have students draw a sign that would warn someone of
the danger of low-flying airplanes regardless of the
language he speaks.

4. Discuss with students what nonverbal symbols or graphic
symbols are.

5. Show the film CCUCRETE POETRY to discuss how concrete
poetry uses words for communication.

6. Have students list the various methods of nonverbal
communication such as gestures, facial expressions,
jewels, codes, sign language, pictures, music, and
art.
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7. Show to students a group of nonverbal symbols that
are illustrated on transparmeies. Have students

assign meanings. Sane suggestions of transparencies
to use are "Oonnunication," "Nonverbal Symbols," and
selected ones from Semantics.

8. Have students examine a group of nonverbal or graphic
symbols for meaning citing what group is associated
with each. Some examples:

E = me2 + N hear

-
W-1-- E $ skull & crossbones m.

eagle
S

9. Have students identify the major symbols that represent
sane of the countries of the world.

10. Have students catalog examples of symbols that they
wear, carry, or display. Have them decide or explain
what the purpose of the symbol is and what it really
indicates.

11. Have students pantomime or demonstrate a code, a symbol,

or a signal. Students in class should classify and
explain. Previous to this discussion, the teacher
should have discussed the difference among the three
with students.

12. Show the film Orpheon. The film shows how animated
circles and the tone and inflection in sounds of the
human voice create images and word ideas in humorous
nonverbal oonmuniaation.

13. Have students go around their neighborhood or school
and find as many symbols as they can. Bring list to
class and compare and discuss.

14. Discuss with students the meaning of status symbol.
What are same symbols of status?

15. Discuss symbols used or displayed by different kinds
of people and group them as symbols used by adults,
by teenagers, by doctors, by men, by warren, by religions
or others. Discuss the effects of these symbols on
other groups.

16. Make transparencies that illustrate verbal and non-
verbal symbols and ask students to name the referents
for each.



17. Show the film The Critic and discuss the use of non-
verbal symboliMithe film.

18. Have students assign meanings or symbols to a list of
words or phrases and to a group of nonverbal symbols.

19. Have students examine a group of cartoons and try to
translate. them into writing. Decide which medium is

more effective and why.

20. Have students list five symbols that they encounter
everyday in or around school. They should state what

they think each repnmsents.

21. Ask students to make a list of all the symbols they see

on their way to school. Do they urderstand them all?
Have them try to classify the symbols.

22. Have reports on the new symbols that have developed
recently such as the peace symbol.

23. Discuss with students the difference between private
and public symbols. Have students list two or three
of their own private symbols and explain to others how
they began.

24. Lead a discussion about superstitions that show a con-
fusion of the symbol and reality. Ask students to

give examples.

25. Discuss with students the symbolic meaning of the
numbers 3, 7, and 13, such as in fables,
charms, superstitions, etc.

26. Point out that symbols are chosen arbitrarily and will
differ from culture to culture. Ask students to explain
some examples of this concept such as: bowing in
oriental countries; saluting in the military; wedding
ring placement; wearing white or black for mourning;
prices marked on goods in markets; catching a bridal
bouquet; walking under a ladder.

27. Ask students to invent sane symbols for messages - -
gestures or actions--describe the symbol and the messages
they represent; teach than to a small group of frierds
and use them for a few days. Then see if either can
guess what they are cannunicating.



28. Ask students to watch a TV Program with the volume

dawn. When they finish they should write a summary
of the plot, indicating how gestures, facial expressions
and other nonverbal signals enabled then to follow the

story. They should compare their findings with those
of another student who watched the same program.

29. Have students name or list five different symbols that
have no apparent connection with the reality they

represent. Have them write the usual meaning of each
symbol and then try to create a new symbol that would
suggest the reality of each meaning.

30. Show a film that relates to allegory, metaphor, symbolism,
personification, and discuss the figurative language

involved.

31. Have students read "The Necklace" and decide what the
necklace symbolizes at the beginning and at the end of

the story.

32. Ask students to read "The Lottery" and decide to what
extent symbols play a role in the ritual described in

the story. Are they private or public?

33. Have students write About a ritual they might establish
and discuss the symbols they would use.

34. Ask students what abstract concepts could be symbolized
by the following: the ticking of a clock, an inter-
section in the road, a smoldering fire, a clump of
tangled brush, a single flower growing amid rocks.

35. Have students explain haw they would create and use a
literary symbol for each of the following: a character

to symbolize conformity; an object to symbolize a desire
in life; an action to symbolize civil disobedience; an
object to symbolize victory; a character to symbolize

intolerance.

36. Have students read "Communication among All People
Everywhere" by Margaret Mead and Rudolph Modley for an
understanding of glyphs.

37. Have students devise their own international glyphs
for a school, for quiet, for a police officer. Compare
their glyphs to see if there are any similarities.



B. Objective B

The student will deduce that people assign different
meanings to the same word and confuse the symbol with
reality.

1. Ask students to draw a picture of a hat, a dog, and/or
a cup. Have students pass pictures in and then shag to the
rest of the class for a comparison of the difference

in interpretations. This will illustrate that common
words do not have common meanings and that words are
only symbols for the thing the word stands for.

2. Ask students to read "Everything Has a Name" from THE
STORY OF HELEN KELLER which gives the account of her
first recognition of word as symbol. Discuss. View

a film about Helen Keller for the same purpose.

3. Have a group of students or the drama department put
on a dramatic reading or act out scenes from THE
MIRACLE WORKER, in which Annie Sullivan commuiiicates
with the young Helen Keller.

4. Have students think of as many uses of the word
language as they can. Discuss the meaning of each.

Examples: language of flowers, arts, physics, love,
puma*, diplomacy; English language; whistling, bird,
monkey, fancy, medical, sign, written, spoken language.

5. Discuss with students the idea that language is arbitrary
and that essentially identical sounds are frequently
assigned very different meanings in different languages
(such as pere in French and pear in English) or even
within one language (such as so, sew, sow).

6. Discuss with students the idea of word as symbol and
the relationship between the unimportant symbol and
the important object.

7. Have students list as many things, feelings, and ideas
as they can for the names of five objects. Some
suggestions are pot, an X, fire, water, grass, a snake.

8. Ask students to list some of the objects and forms of
behavior which symbolize a group of ideas or attitudes.
Example: love of God, love of country, love of fellow
man, individuality, conformity.



9. Discuss with students the moaning of a signal reaction --
reacting to words as if they were the things which
they represent. Have them describe a situation in
which a signal reaction would be inappropriate and one
in which a signal reaction would be appropriate.

10. Ask students to identify what the following conventional
symbols might represent: sun, winter, moon, road,
bridge, autumn, laurel, red, lion, sunrise, tinsel,
crown, flag, drum.

11. Lead a discussion about superstitions that show a
confusion of the symbol and reality. Ask students to
give examples.

12. Ask students to invent some symbols for messages- -
gestures, actions, or words--describe the symbol and
the messages they represent; they should teach them
to a small group of friends and use them for a few
days. Then see if the rest of tht.: class can guess
what they are communicating.

13. Have students name or list five different symbols that
have no apparent connection with the reality they
represent. Have them write the usual meaning of each
symbol and then\try to create a new symbol that would
suggest the reality of each meaning.

14. Have students shcm"hog word or words are treated as
though they were rekt things rather than symbols.
Examples: a. When I'see the word pepper, I feel like
sneezing. b. Giraffes ase,well named. The word always

iongreminds me of the nedks...c. I shudder when I
see the word eel. d. When I saw strawberry shortcake
on the menu, my mouth watered. e. Don't say school;
that's a fighting word to me!

15. Have students find and bring to class examples of
advertisements which are based on the assumption that
words are things. Ask students to show and explain
their example to class. Discuss.

16. Have students explain under what circumstances a group
of items is a symbol and when it is not. Example:
star--symbol when it stands for something such as on
the U. S. flag. Not a symbol when it is the object
itself, a heavenly body.

8
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17. Lead a discussion of the idea that labeling or classi-

fying an object in no way changes the reality of

the object. Have students choose someone and think of

all the ways in which this person could be labeled. Do

the labels change the person in any way?

18. Have students examine a group of names given to

characters by novelists and playwrights that help the

reader decide what sort of people they are. What

descriptive value do the names have? Examples:

Mrs. Slipshop, Amelia Roper, Mdly Braxen,
Mr. Feathernest, Lydia Languish. Also, have students

find examples of names of characters found in literature

that have became a part of our language and have

symbolic meaning such as Babbitt.

19. Have a discussion on why people change their names and

why certain names have been chosen for products.

20. Have selected students read "Social Aspects of Language:

Class, Taboos, Politics" in The Gift of Tongues and

report on ideas presented.

C. Objective C

Through discussion, the student will interpret the role

of figurative language in carmunication.

1. Have students make a list of examples of different kinds

of figurative language. Have them decide where or

when their examples would be effective.

2. Lead a class discussion of figurative and literal

language. Illustrate through transparencies or show

filmstrips of examples.

3. Give students a group of sentences containing figurative

language. Lead a discussion of the literal and

figurative meaning.

4. Give students sentences in which similes are found.
Ask them what is suggested through a multiple choice

exercise. Example: The houses sat like toads along

the hill. a. swathing squat and ugly b. something

that eats flies c. sanething that lives near water.
Do the same kind of exercise with metaphors but ask

what is being ccapared. Example: I am a human being;

please do not spindle, fold, or mutilate me. a. d

target b. a canputer card c. a paper airplane.

- 9 -
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5. Give students a group of figurative expressions for
which they are to find meanings or origins and report

their findings. Some examples might be: draw in your

horns; flash in the pan; look a gift horse in the mouth;
tempest in a teapot; dark horse.

6. Have students look in Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable to find other well-known figurative expressions
and report to rest of class.

7. Give students a group of sentences containing similes
and metaphors. Have students point them out, tell-

what two things are being compared, and explain how
each adds to the sense.

8. Have students bring in examples of figures of speech
that they found in outside reading. They should be
ready to explain what is being compared and tell why
the figures are effective.

9. Have students compare the effectiveness of a literal
with a figurative phrase. Some examples are: had

covered--had silver-plated, had gilded, had whitewashed,
had tinseled; walked -- sailed, ploughed, strutted,
swept; hung over--curtained, shrouded, smoke screened;
rose suddenlyskyrocketed, spiraled. Have them write

sentences in which they use each of the expressions.

10. Give students a group of sentences in which one word
or phrase is used in a literal sense and then used in
a figurative sense. Have them point out each use
and discuss the two meanings.

11. Have students compare the figurative language used by
a sportcaster with the literal meaning. Examples:

"The line dug itself in." "The ball carrier was buried
by the defensive line."

12. Have students bring to class the lyrics of a popular
song which contains words that seem to have no literal
meanings. Discuss possible interpretations of the
song.

13. Have students choose one of the following ideas about
language and in a cceposition develop it.

a. The word is not the thing.
b. Ccormunication may be nonverbal--gestures, facial

expressions, symbols.
c. language influences the way in which we see and

interpret reality.
d. Figurative language is an important element in

the growth and extension of language.

-10-



D. Objective D

The student will analyze the symbolic elements in language
and the confusion of symbol with reality.

1. Have the class make a list of what they consider the
25 ugliest and the 25 most beautiful words in the
language and analyze why they chose those particular
words.

2. Explain how man still makes new words because of
sound symbolism (clatter, click, snore, snort). Then
have the students examine a list of words to determine
which words are examples of this process.

3. Divide the class into groups: One group develops an
incident to be told in pictograms; one group develops
a set of symbols for logograms and writes a message
to be transmitted; one group develops an ideogram
chart and writes a message to be transmitted; one
group develops a set of phonograms and writes a
message to be transmitted; one group develops a
cipher or code of signs and writes a message to be
transmitted. Have each group explain its method of
written communication and present the sample message
written by this method with the word translation under-
neath. Transparencies would be most useful for the
illustrations, otherwise dittos could be given to
each class member.

4. Have students assign meanings or symbols to a list
of words or phrases.

5. Have students determine the usual meaning of a list
of symbols. Sane examples are sunrise, tinsel, red,
white, crown, lion, flag, drum.

6. Have students research the symbolic meaning of a group
of names which are taken from mythology or ancient
literature. Same examples are Narcissus, Arcadia,
Pan, Tantalus, the Lotus Eaters, Mercury, Lethe,
cloud-cuckoo-land.

7. Have students relate an anecdote in which a word is
used that has no referent. Rest of class asks
questions about the word until they discover meaning.

8. Have students examine several accounts of the creation
of the world. What symbols are found in then?
Are the same objects and processes identified with
good and evil?

14



9. Have students write an essay discussing grading
symbols. Read to rest of class.

10. Show a non-dialogue film. Examine symbols and

effectiveness. Did the film communicate? Why or

why not?

11. Have student read Erich Froun's essay on symbols
from The Forgotten Language. Discuss the concepts

contained in the essay.

12. Discuss the three categories of symbols--universal,
accidental, and conventional. Have students think

of examples. Refer to Framm's essay.

13. Have a student give a report on color symbolism.

14. Have students write a word that they think of when
a color is mentioned. Carfare answers.

15. Have students list as many different ways of symbolizing
as they can, both verbal and nonverbal.

16. Shaw the soundstrip "Language and COmmon Understandings"
from Linguistic Backgrounds of English, Group 2 to
illustrate how ideas translated into written words,
speech, gestures, visual symbols convey meaning.

17. Show the sourrIstrip "Sumbols and Everyday Language"
from Linguistic Background to English, Group 2. It
defines, categorizes, and shows evolvement of symbols
in our language.

18. Ask students to think of as many examples of names
given to athletic teams as they can. Why were these
names chosen?

19. Have students make a list of as many intercultural
symbols as they can think of and then discuss with
the students.

20. Ask students to explain what each of the following
symbols might stand for to a person seeking than and to
give reasons why that person would desire it. People
act as though the symbol were more important than the
real thing it represents: having the whitest teeth;
being a class officer or student council officer; being
on the superior honor roll; being tapped for NHS;
having the longest hair or the most unusual moustache
in school; wearing the "in" fashions; owning the best
sportscar, vacationing in places outside the U.S.

every year.



21. Have students analyze a cfroup of current advertisements

in one field--cigarettes, TV sets, cars, men's or
women's clothing--tr r4rzi the chief T.:cints

which the copywriter wishes to impress upon his readers

and to see how he uses language to make them wish to

buy his product. What are the words now most fashion-
able among the writers of advertisements for a certain

class of product? Why would these words be used?

22. Have students compare ads in magazines that appeal to

teenagers with those that appeal to adults. Do the

ads rely on the sr-Ime of symbols: Have students

write one or two par7g-nphs explaining the types of
products advertised, the symbols used in the ads, the
promises they imply, and the type of audience each one

is attempting to reach.

23. Discuss with students 1-no idea that ce-tain verbal and
nonverbal symbols are recurrent in a society and help

determine attitudes. Scme symbols to use are key,

wine, roses, eagles, Tolcrs, cross, Star of:David,

swastika.

24. Have students list situations for which white or black

is an "appropriate" color. Then list situations in
which the usual symbolic meanings of white and black

are reversed.

25. Show a film that contains no dialogue but does contain

symbolic meaning, such as NEIGHBORS, TWO MEN AND A
WARDROBE, THE HUNTER AND THE FOREST, THE DEER AND THE

FOREST. Have students point out the symbols and discuss
the meaning of these symbols to them.

26. Take a class survey of what certain colors suggest to
the students and compare answers.

27. Ask students to be ready to identify person or thing to
which a group of allusions refers and to explain how
each adds to the meaning of a sentence. Have them use

the allusions in a sentence of their own.

28. Ask students to watch in their reading and in conver-
sation for allusions to contemporary people and thiPjs.
They are to note two which they think are especially

effective. Ask them to write the sentence in which
the allusion was used, give the sources, and identify
the person or thing referred to. Have the examples

read in class and discuss the effectiveness.



29. Ask students to write a paragraph or a poem describing
the face of someone by talking about it as if it were
something other tnan e cac.

30. Ask selected students to read the chapter "Symbols" by
Hayakawa from The Language of Man, Boo!, 6 and report
their findings to the class through a panel discussion.

31. Have students write an essay on the following: "What

They Really Mean"--a sqection of words from current
advertisements, political appeals, and so forth with

the student's own definitiom.

32. Have students examine a poem such as "Mr. Flood's
Party," "War Is Kind," The Road Not Taken" for the
symbols used to create the tone and the symbolic
significance of specific words and imelges in the poem.

33. Have students read The Metarrorphosis by Kafka as an
example of man's attemt to use the symbolism of
language to express his feelings about his relationship
to his environment.

34. After reading Kafka's short novel, students should
describe three or four aspects of Gregor's behavior
or events in his metamorphosis which they think have
important symbolic significance, and interpret their
symbolic meanings.



IV. RESOURCES

A. State- adopted textbooks

Adventures in Literature Series, classic edition. Atlanta:

Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1968.

Allen, Harold B.; Newsome, Verna L.; Wetmore, Thomas H.;
Throckmorton, Helen J.; and Borah, Anola. New Dimensions

in English. Cincinnati: McCormick-Mathers Publishing

Co., Inc., 1966.

Carlson, Robert, et. al. Themes and Writers Series. St. Louis:

Webster Division, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1967, 1969.

Houghton Mifflin Literature Series. Atlanta: Houghton

Mifflin, 1968.

Literary Heritage Series. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1967,

1968.

Modern English in Action Series. Boston: D. C. Heath and

CO., 1968.

Postman, Neil, et. al. New English Series. New York: Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1967.

Pooley, Robert, et. al. America Reads Series. Atlanta:

Scott Foresman and Co., 1967, 1968.

Success in Reading Series. Atlanta: Silver Burdett and

Co., 1967, 1968.

B. Non-state-adopted resources

About Wbrds: A Scriptographic Presentation. Greenfield,

Mass.: Channing L. Bete CO., 1965.

Barry, Gerald and others. Doubleday Pictorial Library of

Communication. New York: Doubleday, 1965.

Batchelor, Julie F. Ccumunication: From Cave Writing to

Television. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1953.

Building Better English Series. New York: Harper and Row,

Publishers, 1968.

Chase, Stuart. Danger -Men Talking! New York: Parents'

Magazine Press, 1969.



Chase, Stuart.
and World,

Chase, Stuart.
and World,

Power or Words. New York: Harcourt, Brace

Inc., 1954.

Tyranny ot Words. New York: Harcourt, Brace

Inc., 1938.

Corbin, Richard and others. Guide to Modern English Series.

Atlanta: Scott Foresman and Co., 1960, 1963, 1964.

Dean, Leonard F., and Wilson, Kenneth G., eds. Essays on

Language and Usage. New York: Oxford University Press,

n.d.

English 11 and 12 Composition and Language. Boston: Ginn

and Co., 1968.

Fabun, Don. Communications. Beverly Hills, Calif.: The

Glencoe Press, 1968.

Folsom, Franklin. Language Book. New York: Gosset and
Dunlop, 1963.

Fraenkel, Gerd. What Is Language? Boston: Ginn and Co.,

n.d.

Garey, Doris. Putting words in their Places.

Scott Foresman, 1957.

Garrison, Webb. What's in a Word? Nashville:

1965.

Geist, Robert J. An Introduction to Language.
The Macmillan Co., 1970.

Chicago:

Abingdon,

New York:

Gibson, William. The Miracle Worker. New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1957.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language. Greenwich, Conn.:
Fawcett Premier Book, 1959.

Harris, Sydney. "Antics with Semantics." The Miami Herald.

Hayakawa, S. I. Language in Thought and Action. New York:

Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1964.

Hayakawa, S. I., ed. The Use and Misuse of Language.

New York: Fawcett, 1962.

Hogan, Elizabeth R. Power of Words in Your Life. New York:

Award Books, n.d.
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Keller, Helen. The Story of my. Life. New York: Doubleday,
1954.

Laffin, John. Codes and Ciphers. New York: Abelard, 1964.

Laird, Charlton. The Miracle of Language. Greenwich, Conn.:
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1953.

Lehner, Ernest. American Symbols: A Pictorial History.
New York: Tutor, 1957.

Lehner, Ernest. The Picture Book of Symbols. New York:
Tutor, 1956.

Lloyd, Donald and Warfel, Harry R. American English in its
Cultural Settings. New York: Knopf, 1957.

Lumsden, Robert
Canposition
1963.

Malstran, Jean.
1965.

J. and Peterson, Edwin L. Contemporary
. Chicago: Science Research Associates,

Language in Society. New York: Hayden,

Marckwardt, Albert H. American English. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1958.

Matthews, Mitford. American Words. Cleveland: thrld, 1959.

Mencken, H. L. The American Language. New York: Knopf,
1963.

Minteer, Catherine. Words and what They Do to You. Evanston:
Row, Peterson, 1952.

Oyan, Ethel. Viands: Their Power and Their Glory. Evanston,
Ill.: Row, 1961.

Packard, Vance. The Hidden Persuaders. New York: David
McKay, 1957.

Pei, Mario. All About Language. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Co., 1965.

Pei, Mario. What's in a Word? New York: Award Books, 1968.

Pierce, Sohn R. Symbols, Signals, and Noise: The Nature
and. Process of Carmunication. New York: Harper and
ROW, Publishers.
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Pollock, Thomas Clark. The English Language. New York:

The Macmillan Co., 1969.

Rogers, Francis. Painted Rock to Printed Page. Philadelphia:

Lippincott, 1960.

Skills Box Number One. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1969.

Sloane, Engene H. Words of Western Thought. Annapolis, Md.:

Owl Press, n.d.

West, Fred. Breaking the Language Barrier. New York:

Coward, 1961.

C. Media resources

1. Dade County films

COmmunication Skills: Exchange of Ideas 1-011701

The Deer and the Forest 1-13872

Do Words Ever Fool You 1-01216

The Hand 1-13819

The Hunter and the Forest 1-10223

Junkyard 1-05864

Language of the Mute Swan 1-10371

Language and Nationalism 1-31855

Neighbors 1-05861

Not By Words Alone 1-31852

A Place in the Sun 1-05840

Two Men and a Wardrobe .1 -13839

2. Rental Films

Brandon Films, Inc.

The Colt. 42 min.

The Golden Fish. 20 min.

Run. 16 min.
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3. Filmstrips

Cormiunication--from Stone Age to Space Age. Universal
Education and Visual Arts, 6 color filmstrips.

Language. Guidance Associates, 1970. 2 color film-

strips and 2 records or cassettes.

Linguistic Backgrounds of English, Groups 1 and 2.
Society for Visual Education. 12 color filmstrips,
6 records or cassettes and guides.

Understanding Your Language. Society for Visual Education.
6 color filmstrips, 3 records or cassettes, and

guides.

4. Records

Developing Language Arts Skills. Educational Record

Sales. 2-12 in. 33 1/3 rpm.

Spoken English. Scott Foreman. 2-12 in. 33 1/3 rpm.

5. Slide-Tapes

An Attitude TOward Life: "Patterns." Dade County

number 3-60075.

Humor in the Personal Essay: "On Skating." Dade
County number 3-60076.

Religion and Superstition: "Painted History of the
Delaware Indians." Dade County number 3-60068.

6. Tapes-Audio

Listen and Read Tapes. "The Connotative Power of Words."
Educational Development Lab.

Listen and Read Tapes. "Figurative Language."
Educational Development Lab.

Listen and Read Tapes. Nords and Your Senses."
Educational Development Lab.

7. Transparencies

"Cbmmunication." E-11-2065. Dade County Department of
Educational Media.



"Nonverbal Symbols." E-11-19A and B65. Dade County

Department of Educational Media.

Peterson, Edwin L. Contemporary Composition. Chicago:

Science Research Associates.

Semantics. Greenfield, Mass.: Channing L. Bete Co.,

Inc., 1970. A script graphic study unit and

transparency masters.

8. Contemporary Films

The Corral. 12 min.

Helen Keller and Her Story. 45 min.

Hypothese Beta. 7 min.

Orpheon. 8 min.

String Bean. 17 min.

This is Marshall McLuhan: The Medium is the Message.

53 min.

Thursday's Children. 22 min.

Bailey Film Associates

Signs. 11 min.

IBM

Introduction to Feedback. 12 min.

Mass Media Ministries

Have I Told You Lately That I Love You?

"What's Slang?" E-11-2565. Dade County Department:of

Educational Media.

"Words of Peace." E-11-2365. Dade County Department of
Educational Media.
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V. TEACHER RESOURCEJ

A. Textbooks

Altick, Richard. Preface to Critical Reading.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960.

Building. Better English Series. Torch Edition.

Illinois: Harper and Row, 1968.

Vnglish 11, 12 Composition inc Language Series.
Ginn and Co., 1968.

New York:

Evanston,

Boston:

The Dynamics of Language Series. Lexington, Mass.:

D. C. Heath and Co., 1971.

Geist, Robert J. An Introduction to Language. New York:

The Macmillan Co., 1970.

Guide to Modern English Series. Atlanta: Scott, Ebresman

and Co., 1960, 1963, 1965.

The Language of Man Series. Evanston, Ill.: McDougal,

Littel and Co., 1971.

Macmillan Language Series. New York: Macmillan Co., 1970.

Modern English in Action Series. Boston: D. C. Heath and
Co., 1968.

New Dimensions in English. Cincinnati: McCormick-Mathers
Pub. Co., Inc., 1966.

The Oregon Curriculum-Language and Rhetoric. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970.

Our American Language. New York: Globe Book Co., Inc., 1968.

Postman, Neil, et. al. New English Series. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967.

Success in Reading Series. Atlanta: Silver Burdett and
Co., 1967, 1968.

B. Professional Books and Periodicals

Bailey, Dudley. Essays in Rhetoric. New York: Oxford, 1965.
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Bolinger, Dwight. Aspect :: of Ixanguale. Atlanta: Harcourt,

Brace and Wbrid, Inc., 1958.

Brown, Roger. Words and Things. New York: The Free Press,

1958.

Bushman, John H. "The Power of Language: Can the Student
Survive Without It?" English Journal. 59: 1091-1095.

Chase, Stuart. Danger-Men Talking! New York: Parents'

Magazine Press, 1969.

Chase, Stuart. Guide to Straight Thinking. New York:

Harper, 1956.

Chase, Stuart. Power of Words. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and World, 1954.

Chase, Stuart. Roads to Agreement. New York: Harper, 1951.

Chase, Stuart. Tyranny of Words. New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Wbrld, Inc., 1938.

Commission on English. 12,000 Students and Their English
Teachers. Princeton, N. J.: College Entrance Examir),
ation Board, 1968.

Doster, William C. First Perspectives on Language. New.York:

American nook Co., 1963.

Fabun, Don. Communication. Beverly Hills, Calif.: The
Glenco Press, 1968.

Fagan, Edward R. and Vandell, Jean, eds. Humanizing English:
Do Not Fold, Spindle, or Mutilate. Champaign, Ill.:
National Council Teachers of English, 1970.

Francis, W. Nelson. The English Language. New York:
W. W. Norton, 1963.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language. Greenwich, Conn.:
Fawcett Premier Books, 1959.

Harris, Sydney. "Antics with Semantics." The Miami Herald.

Hayakawa, S. I. Language in Thought and Action.
Harcourt, 1963.

Hayakawa, S. I. Symbol, Status and Personality.
Harcourt Brace, 1963.

New York:

New York:



Hayakawa, S. I., ed. The Uses and Misuses of Language.

New York: Fawcett, 1963.

Joos, Martin. The Five Clocks. New York: Harcourt, Brace

and World, Inc., 1967.

Korzybski, Alfred. Science and Sanity. Lancaster, Pa.:
Science Press Printing Co., 1933.

Laird, Charlton. The Miracle of Language. Greenwich,
Conn.: Fawcett Pub., Inc., 1953.

Laird, Charlton and Garrel, Robert. English as Language.

New York: Harcourt, 1968.

Langer, Susanne K. Philosophy in a New Key.

Lee, Irving J. Handling Barriers to Communication. New
York: Harper, 1957.

Minteer, Catherine. Words and What They Do to You.
Evanston, Ill.: Roma, Peterson and Co., 1953.

Morris, Charles. Signs, Language and Behavior. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1946.

Murphy, Marjorie N. "Silence, the Word, and Indian Rhetoric."
College Composition and Communication. 21: 356-363.

Ogden, C. K. and Richards, I. A. Th2jitaam2.2fnEL2.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1923.

Packard, Vance. The Hidden Persuaders. New York: David

McKay, 1957.

Pei, Mario. What's in a Word? New York: Award Books, 1968.

Postman, Neil and Weingartner, Charles. Linguistics, a
Revolution in Teaching: New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1966.

Quine, Willard V. Word and Object.

Rhetoric in Thought and Writing, 1 and 2. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970.

Salomon, Louis B. Semantics and Comon Sense. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966.

Schaff, Adam. Introduction to Semantics. New York:
Pergamon Press, 1962.



Sondel, Bess. The Humanity of Words: A Primer of Semantics.

New York: World Publishing Co., 1958.

Skinner, B. F. Verbal Behavior. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957.

Thurman, Kelly. Semantics. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1960.

Ullmann, Stephen. Semantics--an Introduction to the Science

and Meaning. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1964.

Wharf, Benjamin Lee. Language, Thought and Reality.

Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1956.

C. Media Resources

Just What Is General Semantics? NET.

Person to Person Communication. McKirray-Gold. 13 min.

color. Dade County number 1-10063.

Why Do People Misunderstand Each Other? NET.


